APPLICATION TO ON-FARM NON-CROPLAND

General Information

PRODUCT INFORMATION

ALLIGARE FLUROXYPYR HERBICIDE is a selective herbicide for control of annual and perennial broadleaf weeds including kochia, bedstraw (cleavers), common sunflower, volunteer flax and volunteer potato on-farm non-cropland, non-cropland areas including industrial sites, nonirrigation ditch banks, rights of way, pine plantations and conservation reserve program (CRP).

SPOT TREATMENTS AND HAND-HELD SPRAYERS

To prevent misapplication, spot treatments should be applied with a calibrated boom or with hand sprayers according to the directions below.

Hand-held or backpack sprayers may be used for spot application of ALLIGARE FLUROXYPYR HERBICIDE if care is taken to apply the spray uniformly and at a rate equivalent to a broadcast application. Application rates in the table are based on an area of 1,000 sq. ft. The amount of ALLIGARE FLUROXYPYR HERBICIDE (fl oz or ml) in the table should be mixed with 1 gallon or more of water and applied to an area of 1,000 sq ft. To calculate the amount of product required for larger areas, multiply the table value (fl oz or ml) by the area to be treated in “thousands” of square feet, e.g. if the area to be treated is 5,000 sq ft, multiple the table value by 5 (calc. 5,000 /1000 = 5).

Limitations, Restrictions, and Exceptions

APPLICATION TO ON-FARM NON-CROPLAND

Apply as a single broadcast treatment or spot treatment to control susceptible broadleaf weeds in on-farm areas such as fencerows, building perimeters, around irrigation equipment and on-farm private roadways. Apply at a rate of 0.4 to 0.7 pt/A when weeds are actively growing, but before weeds are 8 inches tall or vining. Spot treatments should be applied at rates and spray volumes equivalent to broadcast application. See instructions for “Spot Application” above.
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